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#theAIBs

2019 is the 15th year of the AIBs, the annual celebration of the world’s best factual 
programmes across television, radio, audio and online run by the Association for 
International Broadcasting.

We stage the AIBs to give you the chance to showcase your work to colleagues and 
opinion leaders throughout the world. Whether your story is conveying a human interest 
subject, whether you’re bringing the world of sport into our lives or trying to make sense 
of a crisis we want to see your work in the AIBs 2019.

This year we have 21 categories – they range from sport to daily journalism through to 
human interest documentaries and from children’s to science and breakthrough talent. In 
addition, the AIB Impact Award recognises a production that has delivered significant and 
measurable impact. This entry book tells you all you need to know about the categories 
and how to submit your entries. The closing date for entering the AIBs is 28 June 2019.

Our judges will be looking for productions that capture their imagination and leave a 
lasting impression on them. Give them something to remember, and something that they 
can talk about with friends and colleagues.

The AIBs for the winning and highly commended entries will be presented at our gala 
awards night in London on Wednesday 6 November 2019.

These awards are run on an entirely not-for-profit basis by the Association for 
International Broadcasting. By providing a showcase for excellence, the AIBs support 
and recognise outstanding television, radio, audio and online professionals in factual 
production, and encourage promising newcomers.

We invite you to take part and share your content with the world. Good luck.

     Simon Spanswick

     Chief Executive

WELCOMECATEGORIES

TV / VIDEO
CHILDREN’S 
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, NATURE 
SPORT EVENT COVERAGE 
ARTS AND CULTURE 
HUMAN INTEREST 
SHORT DOCUMENTARY 
DAILY JOURNALISM: SINGLE REPORT
DAILY JOURNALISM: ONGOING REPORTING
POLITICS AND BUSINESS 
INVESTIGATIVE
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

RADIO / AUDIO
ARTS AND CULTURE 
HUMAN INTEREST 
DAILY JOURNALISM: SINGLE REPORT
DAILY JOURNALISM: ONGOING REPORTING
INVESTIGATIVE 
FACTUAL PODCAST

INTERNATIONAL CHANNEL OF THE YEAR

BREAKTHROUGH TALENT 

IMPACT AWARD





Al Jazeera English provides international news and current affairs that places people 
at the heart of the story, rooted in the belief that everyone has a story worth hearing. 
Through its fearless journalism and award-winning programming, it tells authentic 
stories about people everywhere, without geographical or cultural prejudice. 

Since launching in 2006, Al Jazeera English has garnered international praise for its 
impartial and fact-based reporting, winning prestigious awards from journalism’s 
most respected institutions. 

With headquarters in the Middle East and correspondents in more than 70 bureaus around the world, 
it offers a fresh perspective on global news. From developed to developing markets, it adds local 
context through an on-the-ground presence in as many places as possible. 

Today, Al Jazeera English reaches more than 330 million households in 150 countries, delivering bold 
reporting that informs, empowers and challenges perceptions. 



CHILDREN’S
TV / VIDEO

Television needs to engage the next generation of viewers by 
remaining relevant and essential for young audiences. This 
category will reward the factual or educational programme 
that matches this aspiration and the needs of this important 
audience. We’re looking for a single programme or a series 
for children aged 6 to 12 that is entertaining and informative 
and enthuses the audience.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, NATURE
TV / VIDEO

You can enter a single or series for our science, technology 
and nature award. The production will successfully explore 
and explain the world around us, or issues society faces, in 
an exciting and distinctive way. The programme or series 
may examine the consequence on our planet of humankind’s 
actions, or it might look at innovations that will improve our 
lives. The production might also be a remarkable voyage 
into natural history. Whatever the subject, the curiosity and 
interest of the viewer will have been aroused, and they’ll have 
been encouraged to dig deeper into the subject. 
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SPORT EVENT COVERAGE
TV / VIDEO

ARTS AND CULTURE
TV / VIDEO

It’s not just about the sporting competition, but it’s the 
stories that entertain your audience. Our judges will expect 
to see everything from profiles of competitors to the 
history of the event, interviews with fans and the athletes 
themselves. It’s storytelling across an entire sporting event 
– the build-up to the starting gun and the analysis after the 
final whistle. 

Challenging, exciting, unusual – one of these words might 
describe a winning entry in our arts and culture award. The 
programme or series may provide a fresh perspective for the 
audience, or it may reveal something entirely new. Whatever 
the subject, an entry in this category should illuminate the 
viewers inner lives and enrich their emotional world.
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HUMAN INTEREST 
TV / VIDEO

This award will go to a single programme or series that has 
presented a human-interest story in the most engaging and 
compassionate way. The viewer should be able to easily 
understand and empathise with the story and we expect to 
see context and relevance clearly spelled out.

SHORT DOCUMENTARY 
TV / VIDEO

There are no boundaries or definitions for the subjects that 
can be entered into our short documentary. It might be an 
imaginative news feature, or it could be a tightly-focused 
human interest story. We’re simply searching for outstanding 
story-telling achieved within a cleverly and effectively 
produced short duration feature with a maximum running 
time of 20 minutes.
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DAILY JOURNALISM: SINGLE REPORT
TV / VIDEO

DAILY JOURNALISM: ONGOING REPORTING
TV / VIDEO

This award is for a single report within daily journalism 
carried in a daily programme or on a news website. It can be 
either an unplanned breaking story or planned coverage of 
an issue or event.
We’re looking for the highest quality journalism and 
production quality appropriate for the story. The entry must 
show a good grasp of the issues and convey the facts and 
context to the audience in a clear and concise way showing 
sensitivity and compassion when appropriate.

This award is for multiple reports within daily journalism 
about an ongoing story that evolves over days, weeks or 
months. It can be either an unplanned breaking story or 
planned coverage of an issue or event.
We’re looking for both the highest quality journalism and 
production quality appropriate for the story as it evolves. The 
entry must show a good grasp of the issues and convey the 
facts and context to the audience in a clear and concise way 
showing sensitivity and compassion when appropriate.
Please supply a compilation reel of up to 30 minutes as your 
entry. 
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POLITICS AND BUSINESS 
TV / VIDEO

There is no shortage of subjects that might be covered in 
entries to the politics and business award. Our judges will be 
looking for singles or series that get to the heart of a subject 
and tell the story clearly and dispassionately, allowing the 
audience to understand what’s being discussed through 
authoritative, even-handed narrative and clearly presented 
facts.

INVESTIGATIVE
TV / VIDEO

Investigative programmes have the responsibility to hold to 
account governments, institutions, businesses and those with 
influence and power. Our investigative documentary award is 
looking for either national or international productions that 
have worked hard to tell an important story that has been 
challenging to uncover. 
We’re looking for detailed research that has provided 
incontrovertible evidence to support any claims made 
in the programme. We’ll want to see the subjects under 
investigation given the chance to respond to claims, and we’ll 
want to be sure that any sources have been protected from 
possible repercussions.
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DOMESTIC AFFAIRS
TV / VIDEO

We are looking for journalistically ambitious coverage of 
contemporary subjects on your home patch in either a single 
programme or a series for our domestic current affairs 
documentary award. We want to see productions that reflect 
the interests of the audience that your channel or platform 
has: health, sustainability, home and jobs all fall into this 
category, among many others. 
It is likely that the programme will have been topical, 
reflecting the issue when it was at the top of the audience’s 
agenda.
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
TV / VIDEO

Our international affairs award winner will successfully reflect 
the contemporary world to the audience, either a single 
programme or a series. We’re looking for strong journalism 
that provides the audience with unexpected insight into 
the subject, with great story-telling that demonstrates the 
production team’s curiosity about the issue. We want to see 
context and importance provided to the audience who may 
not have any knowledge of the subject under discussion.

www.theaibs.tv



ARTS AND CULTURE 
RADIO / AUDIO

We are looking for stories that bring arts and culture into 
people’s lives, helping the listeners to see the world in a fresh 
way and from a different perspective. We are looking for a 
single programme or series that clearly explains the subject, 
its context and its relevance. Above all, story-telling will be 
central, providing unrivalled access to performers and artists, 
for example.

HUMAN INTEREST 
RADIO / AUDIO

This award will go to a single programme or series that has 
presented a human interest story in the most engaging and 
compassionate way. The listener should be able to easily 
understand and empathise with the story and we expect to see 
context and relevance clearly spelled out.
We expect that the production will have made full use of the 
sound stage, offering an immersive programme that captures 
the imagination of the listener. 
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DAILY JOURNALISM: SINGLE REPORT
RADIO / AUDIO

This award is for a single report within daily journalism 
carried in a daily programme or on a news website. It can be 
either an unplanned breaking story or planned coverage of 
an issue or event.
We’re looking for both the highest quality journalism and 
production quality appropriate for the story and, in the 
absence of pictures, the ability to describe the scene so that 
the audience clearly understands what’s happening on the 
ground. The entry must show a good grasp of the issues 
and convey the facts and context to the audience in a clear 
and concise way, showing sensitivity and compassion when 
appropriate.

DAILY JOURNALISM: ONGOING REPORTING
RADIO / AUDIO

This award is for multiple reports within daily journalism 
about an ongoing story that evolves over days, weeks or 
months. It can be either an unplanned breaking story or 
planned coverage of an issue or event.
We’re looking for both the highest quality journalism and 
production quality appropriate for the story as it evolves and, 
in the absence of pictures, the ability to describe the scene 
so that the audience clearly understands what’s happening. 
The entry must show a good grasp of the issues and convey 
the facts and context to the audience in a clear and concise 
way, showing sensitivity and compassion when appropriate.
Please supply a compilation reel of up to 30 minutes as your entry. 

www.theaibs.tv
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INVESTIGATIVE 
RADIO / AUDIO

Investigative programmes have the responsibility to hold to 
account governments, institutions, businesses and those with 
influence and power. Our investigative award is looking for 
either national or international productions that have worked 
hard to tell an important story that has been challenging to 
uncover. 
We’re looking for detailed research that has provided 
incontrovertible evidence to support any claims made 
in the programme. We’ll want to see the subjects under 
investigation given the chance to respond to claims, and we’ll 
want to be sure that any sources have been protected from 
possible repercussions.

Do you have a podcast that has caught the imagination of 
your listeners? Has the subject drawn people in, leaving them 
asking for more? We are looking for podcasts that have 
delivered insight into news, current affairs or factual issues. 
There must be innovative use of sound without it distracting 
from the story telling.
You will also need to demonstrate the reach your podcast 
has had.

FACTUAL PODCAST
RADIO / AUDIO

theaibs theaibstv



There have never been more TV channels broadcasting to 
international audiences and the Association for International 
Broadcasting will reward the most outstanding international 
TV channel of the past year. Our judges are looking for 
evidence of the channel’s success in its key markets, effective 
branding and marketing, including on social media platforms, 
and a positive response from the audience. 
Whether your channel is new to the market or an established 
international player, this award offers you the opportunity to 
show you’re the best. 
Send us your 30-minute show-reel that demonstrates why 
your channel deserves this award.

INTERNATIONAL
CHANNEL OF THE YEAR 
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Our breakthrough talent award recognises an individual 
working in the factual programming industry who has 
made a real impact and is heading towards the top of the 
media industry. This award is for entrants under the age of 
30 working in front of the camera or microphone. We are 
looking for the young person who is making a real difference 
in their chosen career. You can enter yourself, or your place 
of work can enter you. This award is open to people in any 
factual electronic media such as online, podcast, TV or radio.

BREAKTHROUGH TALENT  

www.theaibs.tv

INTERNATIONAL 
CHANNEL OF
THE YEAR
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The AIB Impact Award will recognise a documentary or 
feature that has delivered significant and measurable social 
or political impact. The programme must be entered into one 
of the AIBs categories - you can say if you want to be also 
considered for the Impact Award.

It may be that the production is an investigative report 
that has influenced public debate, provided the catalyst for 
authorities to take action, or that has uncovered a hidden 
story that has led to a change in policy or legislation. 

It could be a personal story that has delivered an unexpected 
impact among the public.

We want to see programming that is truly exceptional and 
that has delivered remarkable traction with the audience. 

To be considered for the award you will need to prepare a 
statement of no more than 750 words that explains clearly 
and concisely the impact that the programme has had and 
may point to other supporting material as appropriate.

IMPACT AWARD

theaibs theaibstv



Providing free, independent access to news and information is integral to cohesive societies, to building democracy and to creating 
prosperity. Yet media organisations and their staff are being subjected to ever greater numbers of attacks, often verbal, increasingly 
often more pernicious.

It’s for this reason that the Association for International Broadcasting is leading a collaborative campaign among its Members to 
raise awareness of the need for and importance of media freedom throughout 2019 and beyond. 

There are five principal outward facing aims of the AIB’s work in media freedom:
• Influencing governments to adopt and endorse media freedom;
• Influencing governments to put in place robust mechanisms to protect media freedoms;
• Influencing opinion leaders to promote media freedom; 
• Influencing fellow broadcasters to join the global initiative;
• Influencing public opinion in territories worldwide through collaborative creative on-air campaigns.

To carry out this work, the Association is forming a Steering Group to drive the initiative. We are building a global database of 
infringements of media freedom and we are developing a series of on-air campaigns about media freedom. 

We are also supporting the work of the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office [FCO] that has chosen media freedom as its major 
campaign of 2019. On 10-11 July there will be an inter-governmental conference bringing together foreign ministers of many 
countries to discuss issues around media freedom. The Association for International Broadcasting
is working with the FCO in developing this important event that will
focus the world’s attention on media freedom.

The AIBs contribute to this important work on the vital issue of media freedom.
The work that is submitted to our international judges represents the very best of balanced,
impartial journalism that is an essential strand of media freedom globally. 

For more information about the Association for International Broadcasting’s
work on media freedom, contact the Secretariat. Contact details are on
the outside back cover of this entry book.

MEDIA FREEDOM 
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SOME OF THE WINNERS OF THE 
AIBS 2018, REPRESENTING MEDIA 
COMPANIES WORLDWIDE
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THE CELEBRATIONS
The AIBs will be presented during a gala evening in London on 
Wednesday 6 November 2019. The event will take place at LSO
St Luke’s, the popular, highly-regarded and visually stunning
home to the AIBs for the past 11 years. 

Our host for 2019 will be London-based Nejra Ćehić who anchors 
“Daybreak Europe” on Bloomberg Television and Radio, providing 
in-depth analysis on global financial markets and interviewing 
corporate executives, economic policymakers and investors. She 
also hosts “Bloomberg Markets: Rules and Returns”, which explores 
the challenges and opportunities posed by financial regulation ten 
years after the crisis.

Guests travel from all over the world to attend this prestigious 
event and to network with colleagues. In 2018, we welcomed high 
profile presenters, producers, journalists and executives from as far 
afield as Australia, India, New Zealand, Philippines, Taiwan and the 
USA, as well as from across Europe. A meeting at the AIBs could 
hold the key to your future.

Over the years our guests have commented that there is no award 
evening quite like the AIBs. We have heard the night described as 
incredibly powerful, intelligent and superbly produced. 

Book your tickets now and join us on the 6 November.

wwwtheaibs.tv
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TICKETS
Tickets for the 2019 AIBs awards evening on Wednesday 6 November are now on sale. 
It’s always a sell-out event, so we recommend that you reserve your seats early. You can 
book individual places, or tables of ten or 12.

AIB Members benefit from a preferential rate for this glittering evening that includes a 
champagne reception, three course dinner, coffee and petit fours accompanied by wine, 
beers and soft drinks that flow throughout the evening. There’s also networking at the 
end of the evening. Everything’s included!

Please note: all tickets regardless of where you are booking from are subject to UK VAT.
You can be sure of a thought provoking, enjoyable and memorable evening. Tickets and 
tables can be reserved online via our website http://theaibs.tv/ or for further information 
please call the AIB head office on +44 20 7993 2557.

AIB Member Non-member

Individual place £235 plus VAT £295 plus VAT

Table of ten £2,100 plus VAT £2,700 plus VAT

Table of 12 £2,520 plus VAT £3,240 plus VAT

We have to charge UK VAT at the prevailing rate, which is 20% as this book goes to press in April 2019

theaibs theaibstv
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Who runs these awards?
The AIBs are run by the trade Association for International Broadcasting, the not-for-
profit, non-governmental association for the international broadcasting industry. The 
AIBs were inaugurated in 2005 at the request of the Association’s Members. 
 
Entering the AIBs
• Go to theaibs.tv and follow the link to the entry form, one form to be completed for 

each entry. 
• When we receive your entry form and payment, we will e-mail details of how to 

upload your content.
• The closing date is 28 June 2019.

Is the competition open to companies/individuals who are not 
members of the Association for International Broadcasting?
• Yes. Anyone who has a programme eligible for one of the categories may enter the 

AIBs, you do not have to be a member.

Can I enter my programme in more than one category?
• Yes, a programme can be entered in more than one category. Each category entered 

must have a separate entry form and a fee must be paid for each entry (there is no fee 
for the Impact Award – you must enter one of the other categories and then tick the 
box on the entry form so that we can consider your entry for this award. Remember you 
must provide written evidence to have your entry considered for the Impact Award.)

FAQs

Production air dates:
1 June 2018-28 June 2019

AIBs closing date:
28 June 2019

www.theaibs.tv
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How do I send you my programme?
• Once the entry form has been received, a link will be sent 

so you can upload your programme and all accompanying 
paperwork.

How do I send you my synopsis?
• All synopses must be in MS Word or PDF format. Your 

synopsis should give a brief summary of the programme in 
no more than 400 words. 

I want to enter my programme for the 
Impact award. What should I send?
• You must send a statement of no more than 750 words 

detailing the impact your programme has had. A full 
statement is needed for your programme to be considered 
for this award. The programme needs to have made a 
significant and measurable impact. For example, you need to 
demonstrate the effect the programme had on government 
or other authorities; demonstrate the impact on the audience 
(not just the number of follows or shares on social media); or 
document a significant impact on a wider group of people. 
The overall impact of your programme will be taken into 
consideration.

My programme is not in English – what 
should I do?
• For all non-English speaking TV/video programmes the 

programme must be subtitled. 
• For all radio and audio programmes not in English we must 

have a full English transcript of the programme entered. The 
transcript must show time codes for reference.

What if I entered the wrong category or 
I am not sure which category to enter.
• The AIB reserves the right to move a programme if it is felt 

that it has been entered in the wrong category. If you think 
you have entered a programme in an incorrect category, 
please call us.

I made a mistake on my entry form. What 
should I do?
• Please email clare.dance@aib.org.uk or phone the office +44 

20 7993 2557 and the amendments will be made for you. 
Please do not re-submit your entry.

How do I pay for my entry?
• Payment can be made by bank transfer. Details of our bank 

account will be found on our invoices. Payment can also be 
made by debit/credit card or via Paypal using our payment 
store at http://aib.org.uk/store/

• Entries received from companies outside the UK are VAT 
exempt.

What if I miss the deadline for paying my 
entry fee?
• All entries should be paid for prior to the closing date of 28 

June 2019. If you need to produce a purchase order please 
make sure this is in process as soon as possible as any entry 
not paid for (or where the payment is not in process) by the 
31 July 2019 will not be considered for shortlisting.

theaibs theaibstv
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TV/VIDEO
• Entries should be in HD and 16:9 ratio encoded at 1080p. 
• All entries must be submitted as they were initially 

broadcast with no re-editing except for the following 
categories: 
• Daily journalism – please provide a compilation 

up to 30 minutes in length.
• Sports programmes – please submit a 

compilation of coverage up to 45 minutes in 
length. This should be a selection of highlights 
from the build-up to the event, the sport itself and 
analysis. 

• Short documentaries should be no more than 20 
minutes in length.

• If you are submitting a series, please only submit one 
programme from the series and detail the other episodes in 
your synopsis.

• All programmes must be finished productions. Raw 
footage is not eligible.

BREAKTHROUGH TALENT
• Please provide a biography that demonstrates the entrant’s 

achievements along with a statement (or statements) from 
peers or direct bosses explaining why the entrant deserves 
this award.  

• A show-reel with examples of the entrant’s work. 
• A high resolution photograph.

AUDIO (including radio and podcasts)
• Entries should be recorded as BWF, WAV or MP3 files. 
• Please supply a synopsis and other relevant information about 

your entry for the benefit of the judges. If the entry is to be 
considered for the AIB impact award an additional statement 
qualifying the impact the programme has had must be 
supplied.

• Non-English language entries must be accompanied by an 
English transcript. The transcript must correspond with the 
programme you have entered. Please provide time codes on 
the transcript for reference.

INTERNATIONAL CHANNEL OF THE YEAR
• Please provide a show-reel up to 30 minutes to demonstrate 

why your channel should be Channel of the Year as well as a 
statement of no more than 750 words detailing achievements, 
successes, audience reaction and so on. The more relevant 
information you can provide, the better your chance of 
catching our judges’ attention. 

How does judging work?
The shortlist is announced in September. From the entries in the 
shortlist our international panel of judges will then choose the 
overall winner in each category. The winners will be announced 
at the AIBs awards night on 6 November 2019.

theaibs theaibstv



Will my entry go on show? 
Shortlisted entries in every category will be presented as 
a 30 second clip during the awards night in London on 6 
November. 
• Shortlisted entries may also be available on the AIB’s 

websites and on video-sharing websites. By entering, 
you grant the AIB permission to use extracts of your 
programmes online for non-commercial purposes.

• The AIB will show all shortlisted entries in full on our 
password protected platform after the awards night for 
those who attend the awards event, providing permission 
has been given on the entry form. 
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There is no charge to enter the AIB Impact Award.

www.theaibs.tv

We have to charge VAT at 20% for entries from UK companies

Video entry fees

AIB Member £110.00

Non-member £160.00

Audio entry fees

AIB Member £70.00

Non-member £110.00

Breakthrough Talent entry fees

Each entry £100.00

Podcast entry fees

Each Entry £35.00

Video formats

Format .mov or .mp4 only

Codec-video H264 (set the data rate >6Mbps and <10Mbps)

Codec-audio AAC 256Kbps, 48kHz stereo is recommended

Frame rate 25 or 50 frames per second

Frame size 1920 x 1080 HD

Audio format

Format BWF, WAV or MP3 48kHz stereo is recommended



SUPPORT THE AIBS 
The AIBs, like all the activities of the Association for International 
Broadcasting, are run on a not-for-profit basis.

We need your support to help run the AIBs.

The AIBs offer a unique opportunity for brands to align 
themselves with the world’s most compelling factual content and 
the world’s best producers. The AIBs also provide an unobtrusive 
yet effective way to reach tens of thousands of influential people 
in the media industry in over 150 countries across nine months 
each year.

The team at the Association for International Broadcasting will 
be pleased to discuss how your involvement with the AIBs can 
benefit you and your company. 

Contact the AIB team on +44 20 7993 2557 to discuss the options. 
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INTRODUCING THE AIB
The AIB’s mission is to support, sustain, promote and protect its Members, wherever 
they are in the world, via a range of specialist services.

The Association was formed to support organisations that face unique challenges by 
virtue of their remit to broadcast to and publish in multiple global jurisdictions and 
cultures. Today, thanks to the rapid developments in distribution and accessibility to 
content, this includes almost every domestic broadcaster since their services have 
become available to international audiences.

Our Members operate television, radio and online services in multiple languages that, 
every week, reach well in excess of one billion people in almost every country on the 
planet.

We help our Members to collaborate, and to innovate.

We help our Members to solve problems.

We help our Members to tell their stories.

We draw on 25 years of knowledge gathering, intelligence sharing and understanding in 
the international media market to deliver outstanding support to our Members.

The Association’s work is entirely centred on, and devoted to, the needs of our Members.
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Abdulla Al Najjar
Al Jazeera
Chair

Simon Kendall
BBC World Service, UK
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Alexy Nikolov
RT, Russia

Anastasia Ellis
Bloomberg, UK

John Maguire
FMM, France
Deputy Chair

Klaus Bergmann
DW, Germany

Clare Dance
Co-ordinator, The AIBs

Simon Spanswick
Chief Executive

Tom Wragg
Business Development

Gunda Cannon
International Relations

AIB Executive Committee

AIB Secretariat key staff
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Diane Davis
Research and Promotion
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AIB | PO Box 141 | Cranbrook | TN17 9AJ | United Kingdom
T +44 (0) 20 7993 2557
E contactaib@aib.org.uk

www.aib.org.uk
theaibs.tv

AIB
Association for International Broadcasting
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